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from the editor

Exploring the case for
and against zero harm
The SIA is dedicated to bringing members the best
magazine possible and in this issue we explore
a number of topical and important issues for
Australia’s OHS profession

Z
Craig Donaldson, editor,
OHS Professional

“It is vital that
practitioners focus
on how to become
better occupational
safety and health
professionals”

ero harm is a concept that tends to
polarise debate in OHS circles. While
there are many organisations and even
some regulators which have adopted
and implemented OHS strategies and programs
based on zero harm, there are also a number of
respected and experienced OHS experts from
a variety of backgrounds who argue against
its use and effectiveness in both theory and
practice.
In this issue of OHS Professional, we explore
the case for and against zero harm and speak
with a number of critics as well as advocates
for zero harm by way of some case studies
in our cover story on page 22: Zero harm:
infallible policy or ineffectual theory? Whatever
the case, as Gary Rowe, CEO of safety and risk
management consulting firm Safety Action,
observes that good safety programs never
go out-of-date, but continuously build upon
previous programs and experiences.
Also in this issue, we look at safety in ACT’s
construction industry, which has come under
fire in recent times with the release of a recent
report conducted by former public service
commissioner Lynelle Briggs and WorkSafe ACT
commissioner Mark McCabe. The news report on
page 13 features commentary from McCabe as
well as John Everett, chair of the SIA ACT branch,
the Master Builders Association of the ACT and

the ACT Branch of the Construction Forestry
Mining and Energy Union (CFMEU) about the
state of safety within the territory’s construction
industry and what can be done to improve the
situation.
We also feature a personal profile on
Gerard Hand, president of the Institution of
Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH) – the
world’s biggest professional health and safety
membership organisation – on page 18. In
this article he discusses the state of OHS in
Australia and what can be done to take the
profession forward. Hand, who is also speaking
on ‘International Perspectives – what’s new
overseas, what can we learn?’ at the SIA’s Safety
in Action 2013: SIA National Safety Convention,
observes that it is vital that practitioners focus
on how to become better occupational safety
and health professionals – as the profession as
a whole can only increase in stature as a result.
There have been a few changes in recent
times, and this issue marks the first OHS
Professional being published in-house by the
SIA. The institute is dedicated to providing
members with the best magazine possible, and
an important step in this process is to introduce
and welcome our first editorial board on page
8 of this edition. I hope you enjoy this issue
of OHS Professional and look forward to your
feedback.

OHS professional’s editorial board

Keith
Brown
CEO of
the Safety
Institute of
Australia

Sidney
Dekker
professor
at Griffith
University’s
school of
humanities

Andrew
Douglas
principal
in the
workplace
relations
team at M+K
Lawyers

Kim
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general
manager
of health,
safety &
environment
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King
emeritus
professor
at the
University
of South
Australia

Rod
Maule
general
manager
health and
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Fonterra

Patrick
Murphy
global
health safety
environment
manager –
corporate
functions at
Rio Tinto

Martin
Smith
group
general
manager
of safety,
quality and
environment
for Tenix

Duncan
Thompson
executive
director
of safety,
environment
& sustainability for
Amcor

Michael
Tooma
head of
occupational,
health, safety
and security
– Asia
Pacific for
Norton Rose

For more member information, visit www.sia.org.au
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ceo message

New opportunities
for corporate members
and partners
Keith Brown, CEO, SIA

There have been a number of significant
developments with the SIA recently, and
there is more in store for members

T
“The SIA
is committed to
creating a profession
that can deliver the
highest standards of
OHS, and we do this
through engaging our
individual members,
corporate members
and corporate
partners”

6

he Safety Institute of Australia recently
launched SIA corporate memberships,
which provide an opportunity for
organisations to identify themselves
as a leader in improving OHS within their
organisation, while aligning themselves
as a supporter of the vision upheld by the SIA.
Corporate members are required to sign a
commitment to maintaining a safe and healthy
corporate workplace, and are provided with a list
of member benefits that aim to further enhance
your organisation and your standing within the
profession of health and safety.
As a member of the SIA, we encourage you to
either sign up for corporate membership or speak
to those in charge within your organisation to
discuss the many positive benefits that corporate
membership affords.
In addition to the newly created corporate
membership category, we recently announced
revamped corporate partner categories. SIA
corporate partnership provides an opportunity
for organisations to identify themselves as high
profile partners in supporting the SIA to achieve
its vision of the promotion of health and safety
to the broader community. As such, corporate
partnership also assists the SIA in increasing its
scope and influence both within Australia and
internationally.
The full range of corporate member benefits
and the increased range of corporate partner
benefits can be viewed on the SIA website.
Following the launch of the new SIA corporate
partner categories, HBA Learning Centres
have come on-board as the first SIA Diamond
corporate partner, while the Department of
Fisheries Western Australia has become the first
SIA corporate member. HBA Learning Centres has
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been a strong supporter of the SIA and we look
forward to working alongside them throughout
2013.
Safety in Action 2013 – SIA National Safety
Convention is just around the corner. With
speakers including Professor Sidney Dekker,
Professor Mike Behm (USA), Gerard Hand (IOSH,
UK), Andrew Cooper (CSSE, Canada), Michael
Tooma (Norton Rose), and many more, this
convention is set to kick off the 2013 conference
calendar with groundbreaking content that
will challenge and inspire the minds of safety
leaders and practitioners alike. For last minute
registrations, visit the Safety in Action 2013 – SIA
National Safety Convention website today.
The call for volunteers has gone out to all
Victorian members for their assistance with the
SIA stand at this year’s Safety in Action – SIA
National Safety Convention. Volunteering at SIA
events is a great way to support your institute
while networking with like-minded peers. Come
along and take part in a fun day for all.
The SIA is committed to creating a profession
that can deliver the highest standards of OHS,
and we do this through engaging our individual
members, corporate members and corporate
partners. Your participation and promotion of
these membership and partnership opportunities
provides your Institute with a bright future
and helps us create and implement ongoing
opportunities for your professional development.
We greatly value the support of all members and
partners, and would like to take this moment to
thank you all for your ongoing support of your
Institute.
Keith Brown, Chief Executive Officer, Safety
Institute of Australia Ltd
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chair’s note

A strong and successful
start to 2013
Sue Pilkington, Chair, Board of
Directors, SIA

W

e have started the year strongly
with sold-out breakfast functions
in Melbourne, Perth, Sydney and
Brisbane in conjunction with
Herbert Smith Freehills and are about to host
our National Convention: Safety in Action 2013
in Melbourne.
This year’s convention again features local
and international speakers who will lead us
through a range of contemporary topics and
challenge our thinking. If you have not already
registered for these events please visit
www.sia.org.au for more details.
Our other major conferences in 2013
are scheduled for Brisbane, Sydney and
Darwin, plus we have a range of professional
development opportunities available for you
during the year in all jurisdictions. We will look
forward to seeing you at an SIA event this year.
In other news, SIA Services Ltd has
established a Board of Directors and our first
products are ready for launch. We are also
well advanced with our project addressing
certification of generalist OHS practitioners –
we are currently conducting a pilot
programme with a number of SIA members
to test how our model works in practice.
More details as soon as we have trialled
and proved the process.
Finally, your membership of a professional
organisation and your grading level are a vital
part of conveying your status as a professional.
I again encourage you to consider whether you
are graded at the appropriate SIA membership
level. Please take the time to investigate
whether you are eligible for a higher level
of membership grading and make it happen
in 2013. Full details about grading levels,
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A number of events in the SIA calendar mark
the start of a successful year for the SIA, and
members are encouraged to get involved

eligibility for each level and how to apply for
a change to your member grading appear on
the SIA website.
As always, the Directors and the staff of SIA
Ltd thank you for your continued support of the
Institute and its activities and we look forward
to continued success in 2013. Your input is
always welcome. If there is something we could
be doing for you that we are not already doing,
or something we can do better for you please
let us know by contacting the national office on
03 83361995 or natadmin@sia.org.au.

“Your membership of a professional
organisation and your grading level
are a vital part of conveying your
status as a professional”

Sue Pilkington, FSIA, FRMIA,
Chair, Board of Directors,
Safety Institute of Australia Ltd
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editorial board

Introducing
OHS Professional’s
editorial board
OHS Professional’s editorial board will play an important role in
guiding editorial direction and provide key insights on how OHS
professionals can become more effective business partners

A

s the official publication for The Safety
Institute of Australia, OHS Professional
provides OHS leaders, managers,
practitioners and related professionals
with unique, practical and helpful
information that is immediately and directly
relevant to their professional needs.
The SIA is continuously seeking to lift the standards of Australia’s OHS profession and the benefits
it provides to members. As part of this journey, OHS

Keith Brown

is CEO of the Safety Institute
of Australia. In this role he
is responsible for providing
leadership and strategic direction
to implement the SIA’s national
strategy, while providing advice on
corporate governance and issues
of a strategic and operational
importance. Through guiding the
development and growth of the
SIA, he ensures service excellence
is delivered to stakeholders and
members. In previous roles he
has worked internationally with
a US-based safety and wellness
company, has served as CEO of
the WorkCover Corporation of SA
and also has extensive industry
experience in senior executive HR/
IR roles across the resources and
financial services sectors.

8

Professional is introducing an editorial board to
improve the value, relevance and currency of the
content within the magazine. The board will help
provide editorial direction for OHS Professional and
each issue of the magazine will feature key contributions from board members on the greatest successes and challenges facing Australia’s OHS profession
as well as insights on how OHS professionals can
become more effective business partners for organisations across the country.

Sidney Dekker

is professor at Griffith University
in Brisbane where he founded the
Safety Science Innovation Lab.
He is an honorary professor at
The University of Queensland’s
school of psychology and was
previously professor at Lund
University, Sweden, and director
of the Leonardo Da Vinci Center for
Complexity and Systems Thinking.
He gained his PhD in cognitive
systems engineering from The
Ohio State University in 1996. He
has worked in New Zealand, the
Netherlands, and England, and
has authored several best-selling
books on human error and safety
including Behind human error,
Drift into failure, Patient safety and
Just culture (2nd edition).
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Andrew Douglas

is a principal in the workplace
relations team at M+K Lawyers.
His principal areas of practice are
industrial relations, employment
law, governance and OHS. He
is the co-editor in chief of the
OHS Handbook and writes on
workplace law issues such
as industrial relations, equal
opportunity, OHS, privacy, social
media, surveillance and workers’
compensation for both print and
electronic media. He guest lectures
at the University of Victoria
and VIOSH, speaks at various
seminars and conferences and
provides training around industrial
relations, employment law,
safety and business development
throughout Australia. He is also an
honorary fellow of the SIA.  

Kim Flanagan

is general manager of health,
safety & environment for NBNCo.
He started his professional HSE
career at BHP Steel in Newcastle
before moving to Finemore Holdings
Limited as national HSE manager.
He also served as corporate
manager health, safety and risk
for the Ford Motor Company of
Australia for nine years. He holds
a Bachelors Degree in Social
Science majoring Physiology and
Sociology as well as an Associate
Diploma of Business Management.
He is a fellow of the Institute of
Logistics and Transport, fellow of
the International Safety, Quality
& Environment Management
Association and member of the
Australian Institute of Company
Directors.
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Bruce King

Rod Maule

Patrick Murphy

Martin Smith

Duncan Thompson

Michael Tooma

is emeritus professor at the
University of South Australia
and an adjunct professor at
the University of New England.
His career has spanned
management, policy advice and
curriculum development and he
has held senior management
positions in both universities
and vocational education and
training systems. Highlights of his
policy advice include work for the
Commonwealth of Learning, the
Australian Government, AusAid
and institutions in Australia and
the UK. Since 2011 he has been
a member of the OHS Education
Accreditation Board and is the
education advisor to the Board.

is group general manager of
safety, quality and environment
for Tenix. He has been working
in workplace health, safety and
environment for more than 20
years across a broad range of
industries including resources,
telecommunications, construction,
engineering services and utilities.
He has worked in various senior
roles with companies including SA
Power Networks, AGL and Leighton
Contractors. He is tertiary qualified
with an undergraduate degree in
Social Science, a Post Graduate
Diploma in Occupational Hazard
Management and a Masters in
Business Administration. He is also
a registered safety professional
and a member of the SIA.
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is general manager health and
safety, ANZ, Fonterra. He is a
highly qualified OHS professional
with significant commercial and
operational experience across
dangerous goods, contractor
management, logistics, food
manufacturing and retailing. He
has held senior safety roles at BP,
Reliance Petroleum and Fonterra
where he currently reports to
the global director of health and
safety. Rod’s current role covers 16
dairy manufacturing plants, sales
staff and retail store chain across
Australia and NZ with a team
of over 20 safety professionals
supporting 4,500 staff. Rod is
passionate about continuing the
professionalisation of OHS and is
an active supporter of educating
and developing safety staff.

is executive director of safety,
environment & sustainability
for Amcor, the world’s largest
packaging manufacturer with
35,000 employees, at 300
manufacturing and distribution
sites in over 40 countries. He has
more than 15 years’ experience
across the manufacturing, local
government and not-for-profit
sectors. As an experienced auditor
of management systems he has
a particular passion for ensuring
that they work effectively wherever
they are implemented. He believes
that simplicity, action, visible
leadership are the three greatest
assets of any organisation trying
to reduce workplace incidents.

is global health safety
environment manager – corporate
functions at Rio Tinto. He has
more than 10 years’ experience
working across health, safety
and environment within the
retail, construction and mining
industries. Patrick has also
served in the public sector at
senior advisory levels within the
Queensland State Government,
operated a successful
consultancy business and
lectured and tutored at various
universities. Patrick also serves
on the board of the SIA and is a
chartered fellow of the institute
and a member of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors.

is head of occupational, health,
safety and security – Asia Pacific
for Norton Rose. He advises clients
on health, safety and security
compliance issues on a global
basis. He has reviewed or written
safety mangement systems for
companies in a variety of industries
including transport, energy
and resources, infrastructure,
technology and financial
institutions. He is the author of
numerous texts on OHS law and
practice, has written and lectured
extensively on OHS law and also
serves as an adjunct professor
of law at Edith Cowan University
and a senior visiting fellow of the
University of New South Wales
School of Safety Science.
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SIA Partners

news

Corporate Partners
Diamond Category

HBA Learning Centres
WorkSafe Victoria
WorkCover NSW
Silver Category

SafeSearch
Bronze Category

Airservices Australia
Allmore Constructions
Arabian Drilling Company
Bayside Personnel Australia
Bumi Armda Berhad
CBD College
Communicorp Group
Crown Melbourne
CS Energy
Department of Transport
Devco Project & Construction
Management
Dickson Wohlsen Strategies
DJH Safety Consulting
Downer EDI Works
Edith Cowan University
Fisher Jenkin
GeoMed
Getex
GIO Workers Compensation
Hertel Modern
Leighton Contractors
Liquid Learning
Livingstone International
Logan City Council
Medvet
MiniMovers
Mycologia Australia
Pilz Australia
Strategic Partners
Australasian College of Road
Safety (ACRS)
Australian Exhibition
& Conferences (AEC)
Australian Institute of
Management (AIM)
Australian Transport Safety
Bureau (ATSB)
Cancer Council Australia
Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial Research
Organisation (CSIRO)
Congress of Occupational
Safety and Health Association
Presidents (COSHAP)
Environment Institute of Australia
and New Zealand (EIANZ)
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Polytechnic West
Pro-Visual Publishing
Programmed Group
RCQ
Riskpro
Rockwell Automation (Aust)
SafeTrain
Safework SA
Safety Recruitment
Australia
SE-Corp
Shire of Yarra Ranges
SAFcomm Safety and
Compliance
Sentis
SRC Solutions
State Water
Swinburne University
Synergy Safety Solutions
Teamcare Insurance Brokers
Tenix Group
The Safe Step
Victoria Police –
People Safety Division
Victorian Water Industry
Association
Wesfarmers
Worksafe Training Centre
WPM Consulting
Zeal Group
Zenergy Recruitment
Human Factors and Ergonomics
Society of Australia (HFESA)
International Network of
Safety & Health Practitioner
Organisations (INSHPO)
KIDS Foundation
Monash University Accident
Research Centre (MUARC)
National Disability Services
(NDS)
New Zealand Institute
of Safety Management
Professions Australia
Standards Australia
The Australasian Institute
of Mining and Metallurgy
(AusIMM)
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Action needed on quad bike safety

Minister for Employment and Workplace Relations Bill Shorten has
reinforced the urgent need to address the number of quad bikerelated deaths and injuries in Australia following the release of a Safe
Work Australia report on the issue. “Everyone has a responsibility for
quad safety, but it has to involve a safer product. The designers and
manufacturers of these vehicles must improve the design of quads
so they are not prone to roll over and some form of crush protection
device is required to reduce the potential for death and injury as a
result of a crush or asphyxiation when they do roll,” said Minister
Shorten, who released a number of key findings from Safe Work
Australia’s discussion paper on design and engineering controls for
improving quad bike safety.

Depression takes high toll on the workplace

Depression costs Australian employers approximately $8 billion per
annum as a result of sickness absence and presenteeism, and $693
million per annum of this is due to job strain and bullying, according
to a report commissioned by Safe Work Australia. These costs are
mostly due to workers showing mild symptoms of depression, as they
take twice as many sick days as those who do not show any symptoms
of depression at all. The Australian Workplace Barometer report
suggests that $17.84 billion in costs to the employer could be saved if
the mental wellbeing of the 25 per cent least psychologically healthy
working Australians could be raised to the level of the 25 per cent most
psychologically healthy workers.

Calls to reduce asbestos exposure and risks

It’s predicted that Australia faces another ten years of increased
asbestos-related deaths before they start to reduce, according to
federal work health and safety regulator Comcare. An estimated
30,000 to 40,000 Australians will be diagnosed with asbestos-related
diseases over the next twenty years, said Comcare CEO Paul O’Connor
said a national effort is needed to manage asbestos, reduce people’s
exposure to it and better care for people affected by it. Australia has
one of the highest reported per capita incidences of asbestos-related
disease in the world, and Comcare said more Australians will die of
asbestos-related diseases than were killed in World War I.

Transocean fined US$1.4 billion over
Gulf of Mexico oil spill

Transocean has been fined US$1.4 billion over its role in the Deepwater
Horizon disaster which resulted in the deaths of 11 oil rig workers and
the largest oil spill in US history. In pleading guilty to its role in the
incident, Transocean admitted that members of its crew onboard the
Deepwater Horizon, acting on the direction of BP’s well site leaders,
failed to investigate clear indications that the Macondo well was not
secure and that oil and gas were flowing into the well. As part of the
settlement, Transocean must implement a number of court-enforceable
measures to improve the operational safety and emergency response
capabilities of its US drilling rigs to reduce the chances of another
blowout and oil discharge.
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SIA events

OHS qualifications no longer
an option

Formal qualifications have become a requisite to securing a job
in the increasingly well paid OHS sector, according to an annual
survey by specialist recruitment firm, safesearch. It found that more
than 53 per cent of those in entry-level safety positions now hold a
minimum of an undergraduate degree – which is in stark contrast
to the 6 per cent that had undergraduate or higher qualifications in
last year’s survey. “Formal qualifications have historically not been
essential for employment in the OHS sector where employers often
regarded them as a ‘nice to have’ but not a ‘must have’,” said Julie
Honore, managing director of safesearch.

Safety in Action 2013 – SIA National
Safety Convention.
19-20 March 2013, Melbourne Convention Centre, 1
Convention Centre Place, South Wharf VIC

4th Annual NT OHS Conference 2013.
16-17 May 2013, Gilruth Avenue, Mindil Beach Darwin, NT

Safety in Action 2013 – Brisbane
Safety Conference.
18-19 June 2013, Brisbane Convention & Exhibition
Centre, Merivale Street, South Brisbane, QLD

Reducing chronic disease risk
in the workplace

People who work longer hours are more likely to be overweight
or obese, have shorter sleep and engage in multiple unhealthy
behaviours, leading to increased risk of chronic disease, according
to CQUniversity’s Institute for Health and Social Science Research
(IHSSR). “It’s no secret that the workforce has embraced technology
and greater use of machinery, but also there are more people
employed in what can be loosely called office-based work,” said
Mitchell Duncan, a research fellow with CQUniversity’s IHSSR. In
2012 the IHSSR collected data on approximately 1,100 Queensland
adults in regards to their health and work behaviours, and found
that these have the potential to impact chronic disease risk.

Workers avoid discussing mental health

Australian employees feel more uncomfortable discussing their
own or other people’s mental health with their managers than
any other workplace issue, according to research conducted by
beyondblue and The Australia Institute. It found that about half of
the workers surveyed would feel uncomfortable raising the topic of
mental health and wellbeing with their manager. “People shouldn’t
be afraid to raise these issues in the workplace,” said beyondblue
CEO Kate Carnell. “Stress in the workplace can lead to depression
and anxiety which means more sick days and reduced productivity.
Having a happy and healthy workforce benefits both the employees
and their bosses.”

Shiftwork in mining takes its toll

Fatigue, illness and stressed partners are some of the potential
impacts of shift work in the mining industry, according to a study.
Conducted by researchers at Griffith University, the Australian
Coal and Energy Survey found that amongst workers who want
fewer hours of work but are unable to attain them, there appeared
to be a significant impact on depression, and a greater use of
sleeping tablets, antacids and antidepressants. Furthermore,
lack of control over hours, combined with wanting to work fewer
hours, made mining and energy workers more likely to feel unsafe
about their work, and they were also more likely to suffer negative
psychological health effects.
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appointments

Market moves
Market Moves details the latest appointments and
other career moves of senior OHS professionals in
Australia. Brought to you by The Safe Step

Janet Jackson has recently joined
DuluxGroup as safety and sustainability
manager for Selleys/Yates. Jackson had a
background as a chemical technologist before
moving into health, safety and environment,
and has since spent 11 years working in heavy
industry and scientific organisations, such as
Australian Metal Recovery, Cement Australia
and CSIRO.
Shailendra Tripathi has recently joined QBE
to head up the safety function as OHS &
welfare manager. Tripathi has an engineering
degree and experience in quality, product
development, risk and OHS working within
the manufacturing and rail industries before
most recently working at Roads & Maritime
Services managing WHS for RMS contractors.
Greg Barnier has been appointed to the
role of chief human resources officer for the
safety, return to work and support division of
the NSW Public Service which incorporates
various NSW government authorities and
agencies. Barnier has broad experience in
the public sector, financial services sector,
management consulting and career transition
services with particular expertise in corporate
services and HR shared services delivery.
Philip Walton has been appointed as the
national director OH&S for Savanna Energy.
Walton has extensive experience working
with the energy and drilling sector and will be
moving back to Queensland to take up this
appointment.
Rob Lowe has recently joined Mineral
Technologies, a Downer Infrastructure
division as the manager for zero harm
– www.mineraltechnologies.com.au.

12
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Lowe brings to the role a background in the
resources sector where he has held a number
of senior roles. He also has a strong history
in consulting.

sustainability at ANZ and head of brand and
advertising at AMP. Most recently Silvey held
the role of general manager health, safety and
sustainability at Spotless.

Garry Pinkerton has recently joined Origin
Energy in a global role as their senior HSE
management systems auditor. Pinkerton has
previously been a consultant to the oil & gas,
mining, manufacturing, health and utilities
industries and prior to this was with BHP
Billiton as a principal in governance & risk. In
Pinkerton’s role he will be assessing the risk
for Origin’s controlling interests around the
world and drawing on his experience in risk
and quality.

Wayne Banks has recently joined PowerLink
Queensland in a corporate role as safety
manager to drive their five-year strategic
plan – Road Map. As a HSE professional
Banks brings to this role over 13 years in a
management capacity, implementing change
and management performance involving risk
management, project establishment, safety
and quality management, and contractual
compliance.

Leanne Frederiksen has recently accepted
a role as national occupational health and
safety manager for Wilsons Car Parking.
Having worked in operational roles at AMF
Bowling Centres, she moved into an OHSE
manager role for nine years before working at
Mirvac Hotels and Resorts as HSE manager for
the last four years.
Mark Butler has recently joined Scott
Corporation as national SHE & compliance
manager. Prior to this appointment, he was
group compliance manager for Bingo Group
working in the resource recovery waste
sector with a focus on sustainability and
the environment. Prior to this, he worked in
hazardous waste for 12 years having invented
clinical waste technology.
Telstra has appointed Sean Silvey to the role
of group manager health, safety and wellbeing
based in Melbourne. Silvey is an experienced
executive having previously held key
positions including the head of environmental

The Safe Step is a specialist recruitment
practice in the health, safety, wellbeing &
environment market. By supplying market
moves, The Safe Step is not implying
placement involvement in any way.
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news report

ACT’s construction
industry under
fire over safety

in the industry and a high number of
serious safety incidents, Briggs and
McCabe led an inquiry into compliance
with work health and safety requirements
in the ACT’s construction industry at
the request of the ACT Attorney-General
Simon Corbell.
“Getting home safely is a right that
everyone should expect,” they said in
the report. “To our dismay, this cannot
be guaranteed for workers in the ACT’s
construction industry, where each year
one in every forty workers can expect
to have an injury which results in them
being off work for at least a week, if not
much longer. On average, we can expect
that every working day one construction
worker will sustain such an injury
somewhere in Canberra. It is a distressing
safety record for a small jurisdiction.”

The need for change

Safety in the ACT’s construction industry has come
in for significant criticism with the release of a recent
report, writes Craig Donaldson

T

he serious injury rate in the
ACT’s construction industry is 31
per cent higher than the national
average, while the long-term
injury rate performance is 50 per
cent worse than most other jurisdictions
and double the national average,
according to a recent report into safety in
the ACT’s construction industry.
The reasons for the industry’s poor
record are many and varied, and the
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report found that safety is often not given
the priority it should be given in the
workplace and there is a strong view in
the industry that safety is just another
cost add-on for a highly competitive
industry to bear.
The report, Getting Home Safely, was
conducted by former public service
commissioner Lynelle Briggs and
WorkSafe ACT commissioner Mark
McCabe. Following a number of fatalities

McCabe singled out a number of issues
from the report which he said are
fundamental to achieving the type of
change needed in the ACT’s construction
industry. “First and foremost is the need for
the local industry itself to recognise, accept
and embrace the need for change,” he said.
“Government and regulators can help
create the conditions for good safety
practices to flourish, but, ultimately, safety
on construction sites, as in any other
workplace, lies primarily in the hands of
employers and, to a lesser degree, their
workers. At the end of the day, this is the
most critical finding from the report.”
John Everett, chair of the Safety
Institute of Australia ACT branch, which
submitted 56 recommendations to the
inquiry, said the criticism of the safety
record of ACT’s construction industry
is justified, with multiple fatalities and
numerous reported injuries leading up
the report. “The construction industry
is a tough, demanding industry. Tight
deadlines, delays in materials being
ordered and delivered, appropriate skilled
labour, language barriers, and a ‘can do’
culture are just some of the demands on
constructions workers,” said Everett.
However, he said there has to be
an increase in work health and safety
within the construction industry so that
it is proactive not reactive. “From senior
management to the newest employee,
a culture change is required across the
construction industry,” he said.

Building safety cultures
Everyone – senior managers, middle
managers, leading hands, foremen and
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Unions on
Getting Home Safely
Dean Hall, secretary of the ACT
Branch of the Construction Forestry
Mining and Energy Union (CFMEU),
said criticism of ACT’s construction
industry is justified in that facts
speak for themselves. “There is a
problem in the ACT,” he said.
“With the highest rate per capita
of death and serious injury for
construction workers in the country, and a spate of deaths after
many years of no deaths, means
that things have changed for the
worse.”
Hall said there is no single silver
bullet fix, but a first step is to
recognise and tackle the problem
and this should be supported
by all players in the construction
industry. “There are a number of
practical measures that we can
adopt to increase work safety,”
he said.
“It relies on the shifting of the
culture away from a ‘can do’ at
all costs, to one where safety
is a key priority. To achieve this
will require better education of
employers, managers and workers.
We all need to take responsibility for safety. There are practical
measures that should be adopted,
such as considering a tender’s
safety record and practices when
awarding contracts. The lowest
price should not be the single
driver in awarding a job.
“We need better monitoring and
the enforcement of best practice so that unsafe practices are
identified and penalised before
accidents occur. The monitoring
of construction sites needs to be
a proactive activity by WorkSafe
ACT. And, of course, unions need
authority to demand safe practices
and to stop work on unsafe sites.”
In the event that legal action
is required, Hall also said there
needs to be a better process
presided over by an industrial
magistrate with knowledge and
expertise in workplace safety.
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the workers themselves – must recognise
and value the benefits of a safe worksite
and accept their role in achieving that end,
the report said. “They must recognise the
fundamental importance of valuing and
authorising discussions about safety and
they must embrace the belief that ‘we get
things done around here, safely.’”
As such, it said construction workers
need to take work health and safety
seriously, by moving beyond the
usual reactive focus on human error,
technological failures or safety systems,
to focus more on organisational values
that might proactively enhance risk
management and safe performance in a
complex and hazardous environment.
“The SIA is of the opinion it should be
given a higher priority, until improved
safety culture is part or second nature
to the construction industry,” said
Everett. “Senior management is aware
of costs. They are continually rising; if a
construction worker is off work with a
work-related injury or illness, there is a
huge cost involved … So it would make
sense to improve their safety culture.”

“The paperwork is simply
the foundation that
good safety practices
can be built upon – not
an end in itself”
While there are costs involved in setting
up systems safely and improving safety
culture, Everett said that if this saves one
fatality or serious injury involving lost
time off work, then companies are ahead.
“It will not be a short-term fix, as changing
a safety culture takes time to be ingrained
into all aspects of the construction
industry workforce, from management
through to procurement,” he said.
John Miller, executive director of
the Master Builders Association of the
ACT, acknowledged that the culture of
ACT’s construction industry could be
safer. “With regard to safety cultures, we
have embarked on a significant journey
with our local industry to deal with this
concept. It was becoming obvious to
a number of people locally that safety
needed to be viewed differently,” he said.
Local construction companies have
been working with Dr. Rob Long who has

expertise in culture, learning, risk and
social psychology, according to Miller.
He said the outcome of this is ideally to
embed a higher level of consciousness
on matters of safety “to achieve further
real gains in safety performance and
get a safety culture in organisations
where all participants from the top down
understand their role and the importance
of their input”.

Resourcing WorkSafe ACT
Another key finding of the Getting Home
Safely report is that WorkSafe ACT is
under-resourced for the compliance work
that it is tasked with, and works within a
soft penalty regime that makes breaking
work health and safety laws “a viable
economic option for miscreants”.
“With construction health and safety
serious incident levels as high as they are,
the ACT construction industry needs very
visible and effective regulation to ensure
that safety is taken seriously. WorkSafe
ACT’s enforcement tools need greater
bite,” the report said.
A number of years ago there were
cuts made to change the structure and
resources of WorkSafe ACT, according
to Miller, who said this has not proved
particularly helpful to industry. “As noted
before, if the right people are brought in
with a willingness to work with industry,
this should be seen as a positive. Clearly,
the recalcitrant repeat offenders who take
shortcuts and demonstrate little or no
willingness to clean up their act should be
concerned by a strengthened regulator,”
he said.
“The capacity and capability of the
inspectorate has deteriorated over the
years to the detriment of the good
operators in the industry, incidentally the
number of good far, far outweighing the
bad. Therefore the increased budget to
improve the Work Safe ACT inspectorate,
provided the right people are found
and the ACT government accepts the
recommendation, should be used to
support the industry.”
McCabe agreed that WorkSafe ACT
needs to be resourced sufficiently to
enable it to identify and regulate those
companies which continue to provide
worksites with poor safety records and
poor safety cultures. In singling out the
call for more WorkSafe inspectors, he also
highlighted recommendations whereby
the government should use its purchasing
power to ensure that only contractors with
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good health and safety records and the
capacity to complete a project as safely as
possible are allocated government work.
“I see these two issues as push and
pull factors,” he said. “A procurement
system that rewards companies seeking
to excel in terms of safety and to ensure
that government contracts are awarded
to those companies with the best safety
records should raise the bar in terms of
acceptable safety standards in the ACT.”

Too much paperwork
A key barrier to improving safety on local
construction sites has been the deflection
of significant resources into a focus on
paper-based systems, according to the
report. McCabe said this has resulted in
diminishing attention to what is actually
happening on the ground and whether
what is documented is actually understood
and being adhered to at the coalface.
OHS professionals have a key role to play
in this regard, according to McCabe, who
said they can help shift attention back to work
practices rather than on what’s in the glossy
manuals in the safety manager’s shed.
“Both the regulator and the government’s
procurement personnel will be shifting their
focus in this regard. Companies need to be
reminded that, as important as the paperwork
is, it alone will not make sites safer. The
paperwork is simply the foundation that good
safety practices can be built upon – not an end
in itself,” he said.
Miller expressed concern over the extent to
which paperwork is consuming the attention
of those charged with delivering safety on
construction sites. “One of the common
themes raised throughout the investigations
was the almost blind reliance on paper-based
work health and safety systems to effectively
manage and deliver on safety,” he said.
“Nobody is suggesting that you don’t need a
systems-based approach. What is questioned,
and [what] has been acknowledged in the
Getting Home Safely report, is the absolute
fascination with paperwork, as opposed to a
‘more eyes and ears approach’ in dealing with
safety.”
With respect to the growth of paperwork,
Miller said this is as much about managing
legal risk as it is about managing health and
safety. “The Federal Safety Commission
has been identified as a driver of increased
compliance and particularly paperwork,
although it would be erroneous to pinpoint any
one person, agency or group as responsible for
the mountain of paper we now see associated
with safety,” he said.
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“For instance, you can’t understate the
impact of legal risk management as a huge
driver of documentation. The big challenge for
the OHS professionals and management is to
deal with the interests of all stakeholders.”
Everett acknowledged that that while there
were complaints about paperwork overload
in the report, it is well known that hazards
must be documented. “This is the first step in
a risk management approach to minimising
incidents, injuries and ill-health. Part of the
provision of evidence requirements is to have
appropriate sets of documentation available to
substantiate decisions and judgments made by
decision makers and workers as the work is
undertaken,” he said.
Everett agreed that safety professionals will
have a significant role to play in this space
through advice and guidance. “If training is
still seen as a ‘silver bullet’ for most of the
ills, it is also critical that there has to be more
buy in from all parties and all levels of the
industry – employers, managers, supervisors,
employees, contractors, subcontractors,
etcetera. After all, safety is everyone’s
business,” he said. n

“First and foremost
is the need for
the local industry
itself to recognise,
accept and
embrace the need
for change”
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Build your personal brand
for career success in HSE
HSE leaders who
want to ride the wave
of change sweeping
the profession will
need to give attention
to personal brand,
writes Donna Dives

H

ealth and safety in Australia has
evolved and continues to change
at a rapid pace; expectations
of the safety professional
continue to be raised and challenged and
organisations need to secure the best
talent in the profession to ensure that they
provide the safest environment for their
workforce.
Career success comes from selfpackaging regardless of the stage in
your career and in the HSE profession,
now more than ever, organisations are
expecting much more than technical
expertise and advice from safety leaders.
The HSE leader today is expected to
have a strong personal brand that is
professional, and demonstrates passion,
and negotiation and influencing skills.
In this edition, we focus on developing
your personal brand to get the best HSE
role in today’s market.

Enhance your personal brand
through social media

Donna Dives, national director,
The Safe Step
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Many HSE professionals ask what can
they do to promote their personal brand
and develop their networking skills, and
LinkedIn is a great place to start. LinkedIn
is an online, professional networking site
with more than 200 million users globally.
Having a profile on LinkedIn is a must
for HSE professionals who are looking to
develop and enhance their personal brand.
LinkedIn provides the platform to build
your own professional network and to join
industry groups such as the SIA, where
you will be kept up to date with HSE hot
topics and be able to profile yourself and
build your personal HSE brand.
Recruiters and employers will view
your profile for further information on
your career history and skills. Given
influencing, relationship-building and
networking skills are a must for HSE
professionals, it is critical that you have
a profile that demonstrates your ability
to engage, connect and communicate
effectively. In addition to employers and
recruiters, many business people will use
LinkedIn to research your background
before business meetings.

Tips when using LinkedIn include:
Use your full name and include a photo
appropriate for business that represents
your brand;
• Don’t lose credibility with colleagues or
potential employers by not telling the
truth;
• Spelling and grammar is critical as in
any business communications;
• Don’t confuse LinkedIn with Facebook;
this is a professional site so stay clear
of posting personal messages or family
photos;
• Connect with relevance and purpose;
don’t waste people’s time by sending
an invitation to someone who will
not benefit from connecting with you.
Research a person’s profile before you
connect with them to look for industry
or professional relevance;
• Send customised, rather than the
generic, invitations when connecting
with people;
• Ask questions, answer questions and
actively engage with your connections;
• Make your posts forward thinking,
bright and interesting. Posting on a
day when you’re feeling negative will
not do a great deal to enhance your
personal brand;
• Keep your profile up to date and
continue to explore and learn about
social media.

Positive branding with a sharp
resume
Recruiters will spend as little as 1720 seconds reviewing a resume and
first impressions are critical if you are
to get past the scanning stage. Your
resume should be presented in a way
so that critical information is not lost
amongst poorly formatted content. Your
achievements should be highlighted so
that they stand out and demonstrate
what you are capable of, not just what
you were required to do. Don’t be afraid
of highlighting the great things you have
done in your HSE career. Always include
a snapshot of the companies you have
worked for including what they do, their
size and structure. Remember, your
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resume should be no longer than four to
five pages and should not include borders
or images, and may need to be customised
for each application.

Know your resume
It is important that you know the dates
of your employment, who you reported
to, a brief of the role and your key
accomplishments. You must be able to
expand on any details provided in your
resume when asked to discuss further.
Ensure you can provide a summary of
company details and team structure;
particularly if this is not a well-known
brand or an offshore experience.

Application submission
Make every application count; for
every role that you apply for, call the
appropriate contact. This will show your
interest and allow you to probe about
the role before sending your resume. The
cover letter attached to your application
should be short and precise. You should
keep a log of applications sent, responses,
contacts and outcomes so you have a
record of roles you have applied for and
who you have spoken with already.
Having voicemail set up on your phone
whilst you are applying for roles will
ensure that you do not miss calls. It is
important you ensure your voicemail
is clear, professional, concise
and active.
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First impressions: interview
preparation
Think about how you are going to
present yourself to ensure that your
first impression is the right impression.
Before you attend any interview, whether
it is face to face or over the phone, it
is essential that you are prepared so
review the company’s website, LinkedIn
page and the media. Practise answering
behavioural-based interview questions
and have relevant examples prepared that
will demonstrate your ability to fulfil the
position. Give the context and enough
detail by following the STAR technique:
describe the Situation, the Task, the Action
and the Result.

Continual learning and development
Organisations are looking for HSE
professionals who have strong leadership
skills with the ability to influence, coach
and mentor, and it is important that during
an interview you are able to provide
specific examples of how you are able to
influence change. HSE professionals need
to challenge themselves if they are to stay
relevant and truly influence and promote
the safety agenda within their organisations
and communities. HSE professionals need
to reach out to specialist recruiters, attend
conferences and join networks such as the
SIA to continuously grow with the rapidly
changing world of health, safety and
environment.

Dress for success
Clothing and physical appearance play a
key role in supporting a positive personal
brand and are critical in setting the scene.
HSE practitioners and professionals
wanting to promote a strong personal
brand must dress appropriately for an
interview so wear business attire.

Follow-up
Follow up after your interviews to gather
feedback, whether from the client or the
recruiter. Use this information to polish
your technique and ensure success in the
future.

Wrap up
The HSE profession across all industry
sectors is changing at a fast pace and the
HSE leader who is keen to ride the wave
of change sweeping the profession will
need to give attention to personal brand.
This includes how you present yourself to
internal and external stakeholders, how
you network, and how you grow, learn
and develop with the exciting changes
and advancements in the profession. n
Donna Dives is the national director of The Safe
Step, a specialist recruitment practice in the
health, safety, wellbeing & environment market.
For more information call (02) 8256 2515 or
email ddives@thesafestep.com.au. Website:
www.thesafestep.com.au. LinkedIn: www.
linkedin.com/company/the-safe-step.
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Why OHS needs
to take a stand
Craig Donaldson speaks with Gerard Hand,
president of the Institution of Occupational
Safety and Health (IOSH) – the world’s biggest
professional health and safety membership
organisation – about his greatest professional
achievements, challenges and goals
How and why did you get into OHS?

Gerard Hand, president,
Institution of Occupational
Safety and Health (IOSH)

Like most safety professionals, the world of
OHS was not my childhood dream career –
if it was, I’m not sure what kind of person I
would have been!
The interest and motivation in the
subject came from managing to find
myself on the receiving end of a written
warning in my first job at a supermarket.
It came after only two days and it was for
breaching a health and safety procedure.
As a 16-year-old, pushing trolleys, I
needed to add a bit of excitement to the
role. The procedure was eight trolleys at
a time, but I had heard the world record
was 49. So, obviously, I tried to beat it.
Unfortunately, the driver of the car that
I managed to roll into was not as excited
as me.
The motivation to be in the profession
was born out of that one incident because
to follow the procedure the company
would have needed an extra three staff
out pushing trolleys. Following the
procedure, of eight at a time, was never
going to get the job done.
This situation continues to drive my
passion for safety and businesses to work
in harmony. Like most safety professionals,
the world of OHS was not my childhood
dream career.

What is your greatest professional
achievement?
Without doubt, being given the privilege
to be president of IOSH and have the
opportunity to share my thoughts and
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aspirations in so many different parts
of the world, and with so many fellow
OHS professionals, has to be the greatest
achievement ever to be bestowed upon me.
Academically, gaining my Master of
Science degree in health and safety
management was a great achievement and
a vital part of helping me to understand
what real health and safety should be
about. Up until taking my degree, I
believed that life’s experiences and having
experience at ground level were enough
to be a good professional, so qualifications
were not as important.
I know that many still believe that today.
I am sure that had I not have had the
academia to support the work experience
I had gained I would not have become the
person I am today. This blended approach
has led me towards a very pragmatic
outlook on our profession.

What is the OHS profession’s greatest challenge?
The greatest professional challenge is for
our profession to be taken seriously and
not used as a scapegoat for stifling business
growth and opportunities. I believe that we
should all be very proud of our profession
and how we conduct ourselves, however
the publicity that sometimes surrounds us
suggests that we are the people who stop
everything. The challenge is to re-educate
people about what real OHS is about, and
not using it as a way of stopping something
from happening.
For many years we would retaliate to
the adverse press regarding what “party
poopers” we were and spend a lot of time
trying to dispel the myths. The challenge
now is to forget the media stories that
may be run and concentrate on being as
positive as we can in our re-education
program. In time, I am sure we will win
the doubters over.

What have been the most interesting
moments of your professional life?
I have so many. In fact, whenever I am
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led me down the path of understanding
how important it is that we don’t scare our
businesses so they follow the worst case
scenario route. In fact, we need to look at
what is reasonably foreseeable.

Any goals still on your professional
to-do list?
Concentrating on what I am doing at the
moment is more than enough. Maybe
one day in the future I will go follow the
political route and see if I can share some
wisdom with one or two of the politicians
we have – not mentioning any names in
particular here!
I do think that continuing to look at
ways of “sexing” the topic up a bit will go
a long way to helping it be embraced by
people who are sceptical at the moment.
We can look at new ways of training,
delivery, communication, to continually
push the boundaries and be as creative as
we can.

“The greatest professional challenge is
for our profession to be taken seriously
and not used as a scapegoat for stifling
business growth and opportunities”
involved in training, I sometimes think I
am doing a comedy routine.
I think that gaining a written warning
for pushing trolleys and as a result getting
introduced to the world of procedures
in OHS has to be the thing that I have
reflected on most, as that one event
shaped everything that I have become.
That early experience of feeling unfairly
treated gave me the motivation to make
positive change. Strangely enough, I
progressed through the ranks with the same
supermarket and ended up becoming their
retail field health safety and fire manager.
In such a senior position I now
discovered that OHS professionals were
actually very powerful people and that
if we said something it must be right.
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Getting to this position through internal
means left me without the formal
qualifications, so I remember attending
many health and safety training courses.
And I can recall thinking how much better
those courses could have been.
At the beginning of my career, I
struggled to understand that whenever
risk assessment was mentioned, I was told
to identify worst case scenario. In theory
that meant that every time I carried out
a risk assessment I would conclude that
you were going to die! Not so good when
you are risk assessing loose grapes in a
supermarket, or tomatoes and mushrooms.
I’m not sure that trying to ban everything
was of great assistance to the business.
Without doubt these experiences have

How would you rate the state of OHS
in Australia and what can be done to
improve it?
Australia has a very good education
system for OHS professionals. Its systems
are first rate and are very much like the
UK, we see a lot of commonality. Your
university qualifications, for example, are
very good.
In terms of taking the profession
forward, employers should be encouraged
to look for practitioners who are qualified
and have the necessary competencies.
Organisations like IOSH and the SIA are
set up to assess people’s competency. But
it is also vital that practitioners continue
their own professional development.
In a changing world of work, CPD is so
important. If, as individuals, we focus on
how to become better occupational safety
and health professionals, the profession as
a whole can only increase in stature. n
Gerard Hand will be speaking on ‘International
Perspectives – what’s new overseas, what can
we learn?’ at the SIA’s Safety in Action 2013: SIA
National Safety Convention held in Melbourne
from 19-20 March 2013.
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Safety: accountability up,
or responsibility down?
Doing what you care for most – even on days you don’t feel like it
– is being a true OHS professional, writes Sidney Dekker

A

few years ago, I learnt of a
woman who was slightly injured
at work. She told her supervisor,
showed the injury, and went
to see the doctor that same
afternoon. While in the waiting room,
she got a call from school. Her son had
fallen ill and been sent home. After her
appointment and having her gash cleaned
and glued by a nurse, she rushed home to
take care of her boy. She later informed
her supervisor.
News of the injury made its way to the
company’s safety manager. He was horrified.
Not necessarily because of the injury or
the employee’s fate, but because he had
been on a “winning streak”. Next to the
entrance of the plant, a sign announced
that the company had been without injury
for 297 days. 300 had been within reach!
The number would have looked so good. It
would have made him look so good.
The day after the incident, the safety
manager went to see the supervisor
before committing, with lead in his
shoes, to change the sign to 0. Zero days
since the last injury. Then he learnt that
the employee had gone home after the
incident and doctor’s visit. It was a gift
from heaven. He called the HR manager
and together they resolved to generously
give the woman the previous afternoon
off. It was no longer a Loss-Time Injury
(LTI). The woman had simply gone home
to take care of her child. He also called the
clinic. Because no suturing was done and
no doctor needed to touch the woman,
this was not a medical treatment in the
strict definition held by the company. So
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no Medical-Treatment Injury (MTI) either.
The safety manager could breathe again.
A few days later, the sign next to the
entrance proudly showed 300.
A few days after that, the safety
manager wanted to launch a campaign
to win employees’ “hearts and minds”
for safety. After all, people were hurting
themselves while at work. Were they
distracted, not watching out carefully
enough? He needed to make sure that
their attention was focused on not getting
hurt. They needed to be more engaged.
On the work floor, the attempted
campaign met with derision. They needed
to be more engaged? The safety manager
was almost never seen there, nor the plant
manager. How could they now presume
to win hearts and minds for safety if, for
them, safety was a matter of massaging
numbers to secure their career prospects?
Their hearts or minds were demonstrably
not into safety – only their pocketbooks.
Safety to them was public relations (PR).
It was about carefully managing the image
they projected to their insurers and the
surrounding community, to the regulator,
to corporate, to their customers and clients
and contractors, to headquarters.
If only this safety manager were unique.
He wasn’t, and isn’t. Today, he is joined by
vast numbers of safety managers, directors
and officers in a similar predicament: their
performance is measured by low counts on
negatives. They are held accountable for
not having things happen. Not surprisingly,
the creativity and imagination for keeping
bad numbers down is virtually boundless.
Paying managers or directors bonuses

for safety performance fires up that
imagination even more. Almost everybody
in the industry has stories of how putative
LTIs and MTIs didn’t quite make it into the
statistics. It could amount to fraud on a
massive scale – if not legally then at least
ethically. Or perhaps it is just really smart
PR management.

Safety is not in the PR business
The problem is, we are not in the business
of PR. We are in the business of safety.
But safety has increasingly become
an accountability up, rather than a
responsibility down. Safety has become
a bureaucratic accountability. How can a
safety manager or director show that his
business is safe? By sitting down in front
of his computer, pulling out excel files
and showing numbers. He knows he has
a good safety culture if the tabulations on
his computer tell him so. 297 days! And
then one of his employees gets hurt.

How have we ended up there?
I used to think that people are attracted to
the safety profession because they actually
care. They care for other people. They are
passionate about keeping others safe. They
feel that safety is an ethical obligation they
owe to those who do the company’s dirty
and dangerous work. Safety, to them, is a
responsibility down, not an accountability
up. But then they join a company and find
out that their KPIs are driven not by how
much time they spend with the workforce,
or how much they show care and concern
and come up with innovative ideas about
safety. Their KPIs, and thus their job
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Sidney Dekker, professor at Griffith University

“There is no substitute for physical presence
and conversations between people”

security, pay and promotion chances, are
imprisoned in what the excel sheet shows
to those above them.

Getting back to the business
of safety
How do we change this? Here are a few
ideas:
• Assess safety by more than just the
absence of negatives. We need to
develop standards that count positives.
How much time in a job start or toolbox
meeting is spent in conversation or
discussion rather than in supervisor
monologue? That is countable.
• Rank contractors not on their LTIs
or MTIs but on whether they have a
just culture that allows their bosses to
hear bad news without fear of being
punished.
• Abolish bonuses and promotion for
safety performance based on low
counts of negatives.
• Forbid, as per organisational policy,
anybody to sign off on a procedure or
work method statement who does not,
or will not, do that work themselves.
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• I nstitute computer blackout and
meeting-free times (like two hours
a day), so site and safety managers
become mobile and learn how
work actually gets done. There is
no substitute for physical presence
and conversations between people.
Consider making work floor presence a
KPI for such managers.

Walking the safety talk
Fortunately, there are still many who
recognise that safety is a responsibility
down. I recently joined a foreman
on his rounds around a plant. As we
ducked piping, cranes, vehicles, vessels
and machinery, he greeted and cajoled
everyone. There was not a single employee
or contractor whose name or idiosyncrasy
he didn’t know. He had an encyclopaedic
memory of minor family matters these
guys had told him about, technical
questions they’d asked him. He stood, took
his time, observed. He helped, corrected
and reminded, handing out gloves and ear
protection to have his guys comply with
new requirements.

What mattered were his soft skills,
his people skills. At the end of the day,
instead of finally hiding in the airconditioned whiteness of his cubicle and
sitting down at his computer to fill in
an excel sheet, he went out in the heat
to sweep up loose gravel, a hazard his
guys had complained about for weeks.
Computer-based requests to fix the
problem had of course got lost in some
bureaucratic black hole: as far as the
work floor knew, the company didn’t
care. But he did.
Now I am happy to accept that the
foreman was engaged in his own kind
of PR. He wanted to be seen to care.
He knew that that was the only way to
win the hearts and minds of his guys.
But he didn’t just project an image of
caring. He was caring. As we parted at
the gate, he looked satisfied at what had
been accomplished during that day, and
frustrated at everything still to be done.
He also looked completely knackered.
I wondered where he’d find the energy
to return to the safety battle the next
day. Perhaps that is being a true OHS
professional. Doing what you care
for most, even on days you don’t feel
like it. n

Sidney Dekker is professor at Griffith University
in Brisbane where he runs the Safety Science
Innovation Lab and author of several best-selling books on human error and safety. He will be
presenting a keynote speech at the SIA’s Safety
in Action 2013: SIA National Safety Convention
held in Melbourne from 19-20 March 2013.
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Infallible or ineffectual?
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harm
Zero harm
as an OHS
strategy attracts
both praise and
criticism from a
variety of sources.
Craig Donaldson
explores the case
for and against
zero harm, speaks
with a number
of wcritics as
well as advocates
for zero harm
and examines
implications for
organisations
and OHS
professionals
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Z

ero harm is a concept that tends to
polarise debate in OHS circles. While
there are many organisations and even
some regulators which have adopted
and implemented OHS strategies and
programs based on zero harm, there are also a
number of respected and experienced OHS experts
from a variety of backgrounds who argue against its
use and effectiveness in both theory and practice.

Zero harm: fit for practice?
One of the most common criticisms of zero harm is
that is good in theory but far from good in practice.
Andrew Douglas, principal in workplace relations
at M+K Lawyers, says that while zero harm is a
laudable aspiration and one which deserves to be
supported, he believes it is essentially a simplistic
theory that suggests all injury or harm at the
workplace can be prevented.
“That is a fiction,” he says. “There is no
evidence available that demonstrates zero harm
is more successful than any other form of safety
intervention.”
What zero harm has done is galvanised industry
leaders into making statements that they wish to
prevent all harm, and in making such statements
Douglas says they have had to back that with
resources. “Those resources have been applied using
zero harm ideology. I suspect there are better uses
for that money which would be more effective, but
there are no evidential studies that suggest any
comparative benefits between different forms of
safety intervention.”
Gary Rowe, CEO of safety and risk management
consulting firm Safety Action, also believes
there are numerous potential problems with the
philosophy of zero harm: the first being the overuse of the term which tends to reduce zero harm to
a trendy slogan, “which like all fashion, inevitably
goes out-of-date sometime in the near future,” he
says. “Good safety programs never go out-of-date,
but continuously build upon previous programs and
experiences.”
A second issue with zero harm is the fact that
many organisations do not alter their safety strategy
or safety business plans to achieve the stated goals,
and therefore “cheapen the brand” of zero harm.
“Workers at the coalface are rightfully sceptical
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“Our
statistics
show
that across
many of our
operating sites
it is possible
to achieve
ten years
LTI free”

about safety slogans and look for evidence of
tangible change and implications for local practices.
When no improvement can be seen in their
local area or practices, workers draw their own
conclusion, which typically is that zero harm is only
another safety slogan,” he says.
Robert Long, social psychologist and principal
of organisational safety consultancy Human
Dymensions, said strategies in zero harm can fixate
an organisation on counting or shifting data. “This
creates a whole new range of language, definitional
spin and reporting gymnastics in order to lay claims
to zero,” he says.
“While zero harm strategies are undertaken, a
substantial number of less visible forms of harm are
ignored. Zero harm is never zero harm, it is always
‘selective zero harm’. So, zero harm organisations
count small cuts and bruises but don’t count
harm by way of mental health, distress, social
dysfunction, psychosocial illness and a host of other
modes of harm. Zero harm strategies are strategies
that put organisations in a quest for the absolute, a
difficult quest for fallible humans.”

Zero harm in practice
Steve Jackson, national safety and injury services
manager for Kmart, believes that zero harm is a
good concept “in theory” however, he says in every
workplace there are risks so the reality of zero
injuries occurring in an organisation with a large
workforce may be unlikely.

“In the workplace it is not always possible to be
completely in control of an environment, so a big
part of safety for us is educating team members
about the potential risks and empowering them to
take action to control them,” he says.
“At Kmart we are committed to improving
workplace safety and ensuring our team members
are not injured through providing a safe working
environment and equipment, training and
supervision. While these injuries can originate from
equipment, processes or behaviours, there is a level
of personal responsibility and awareness which
team members need to have, as there is always the
potential for an injury or harm to occur.”
Jackson says Kmart’s approach is to
continuously improve its performance through
the implementation of good risk management
principles, while poor performance is targeted
through intelligent analysis and programs are
subsequently implemented to reduce the risk of
injuries.
“A recent example was with the trampolines we
stock,” he says. “We identified that the weight of
some of the trampoline boxes were up to 80kg and
presented a significant manual handling risk to
our team members. We worked closely with our
buying team to divide the contents into two boxes,
reducing the handling weight of the box, and the
risk of injury.”
Similarly, Rowe observes that the benefits of
zero harm do not come from the title, but from the

Key principles for making zero harm work
Gary Rowe, CEO of Safety Action, outlines 13 principles to help zero harm work in organisations
• Zero harm must be more than a banner or
slogan.
• Credible programs must be implemented
as part of a zero harm vision, which
progressively target priority risks within
the business, and which provide tangible
evidence of improvement in safety for shop
floor workers.
• When introducing a zero harm vision
consider starting with a “burning platform”,
eg part of the safety program that is
currently unacceptable. For example,
if manual handling sprain injuries are
out of control or at unacceptable levels
then start your zero harm initiative with
“manual handling tasks and practices
which have caused serious sprain risks”,
and progressively expand the program to
address all serious injury risk exposures.
• Ensure each zero harm initiative delivers a
reduction in risk, not just slogans.
• Communicate clearly that the zero harm
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vision is aspirational, and not pretending to
be the current status.
• Start zero harm with a clearly stated limited
scope, so tangible gains can be achieved.
• Don’t exhaust the organisation with
zero harm in year one, as it needs to be
a sustainable program that ultimately
becomes a normal part of the business.
• Map out your entire plan for rolling out the
zero harm vision, so stakeholders can see
where the program is currently focused.
• Seek commitment from executive and board,
as the board needs to sign-off or at least
fully support such a vision.
• Monitor each and every step of the program
roll out to ensure they are implemented
correctly, understood by all stakeholders
and effective. If found to be not working as
intended, re-assess and revise approach.
• Develop equivalent zero harm (best practice)
programs as relevant for your organisation.
For example, the zero harm equivalent

for; traffic management, aging workforce,
manual handling, machinery safeguarding,
chemicals handling, workload and fatigue
management, work at heights etc.
• Include safety leadership training as
part of your zero harm program, so all
managers and supervisors are skilled
in communicating safety messages and
influencing behaviour when required to
deliver zero harm.
• Perceptions are powerful influences on
behaviour so implement a comprehensive
communication strategy to support the zero
harm vision, so all stakeholders understand
what you are trying to achieve, how and over
what period of time.

Safety Action conducted two forums on the
subject of zero harm with Toyota Australia in
2010 and 2012, which resulted in a number of
key principles for making zero harm work.
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initiatives which should accompany the intent of
this challenging safety vision. “Organisations that
simply adopt zero harm as their safety vision and
display the slogans around the workplace and on
worker’s uniforms, without implementing credible
actions to bring about continuous improvement in
safety damage ‘the brand’ and cause much of the
scepticism and resistance leveled at zero harm,”
he says.
“OHS professionals should insist on credible
initiatives and programs to support zero harm
visions adopted by executive teams or imposed by
well-intended boards. Zero harm is achievable if
you are clear what you mean by the term.”

The language and legal risks of zero harm
This gives rise to one of the most common criticisms
of zero harm – the language associated with it and
how relevant and practical this is for the average
worker. While there are organisations that have
embraced zero harm as a holistic OHS strategy (see
case studies from Bis Industries and Linfox) and
benefited as a result, critics of the concept believe
that most workers are unable to practically engage
with zero harm programs and the language of zero
harm is neither engaging nor motivating for the
average worker.
“The majority of the workforce does not believe in,
or are motivated by, the language and discourse of
zero harm. The use of zero harm language does not
connect with workers and most associate zero harm
with double speak and ‘CEO think’,” Long says.
“Zero harm language is neither engaging nor
motivating for the average working person,
indeed it creates an even more damaging cynicism
and scepticism that devalues leadership in risk
and safety. Cynical and sceptical cultures are
dysfunctional and dangerous.”
Long, who has surveyed more than 16,000
individuals on the issue, said the language of zero
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“There is
no evidence
available that
demonstrates
zero harm
is more
successful
than any other
form of safety
intervention”

harm ‘primes’ organisations to focus on mechanistic
approaches to safety practice while the perception
of risk and safety also becomes less human in focus.
“People tend to think that language is somehow
neutral and harmless, but the research shows that
the unconscious is easily ‘primed’ by messages and
associated locations of power,” he says.
“So, it is easy to see how the zero harm mantra
has now taken on the strength of an ideology in
some organisations. Unfortunately, the arguments
for zero harm are founded on binary opposition
arguments that seek to justify perfectionist goals,
yet ignore all we know about the psychology of goal
setting.”
Douglas also believes that it is “dishonest” to
say that all injury and harm is preventable. “I
think if it is done as merely an aspiration that is
something that people can strive towards. However,
all workers know that injuries will occur. To make
it an outcome-based intervention is a nonsense. It
will lead to people hiding injuries, under-reporting
and all the vices that used to exist around managers
receiving bonuses for low LTIs,” he says.
Furthermore, Douglas asserts that if zero harm is
used as an intervention in OHS it creates immediate
legal risk. “Zero harm requires the rewriting of
documentation and the acknowledgement in the
documentation that all harm is preventable,” he
says.
“Therefore, any regulator looking at an injury
that occurred in the workplace that aspires to
and honours the system of zero harm, will say
that all injuries are preventable. Therefore, it was
reasonably practicable to prevent injury. In effect,
the adoption of pure zero harm leads to a fiction
within the workplace, which is not honoured
by workers and the risk of prosecution where it
otherwise was not.”

Taking a lead on zero harm
The Zero Harm at Work Leadership Program is an
initiative of Queensland’s Workplace Health and
Safety Board, which comprises unions, employers
and industry experts and makes recommendations
to the Queensland Government about workplace
health and safety.
The board has identified zero harm as the
underlying philosophy for workplace health and
safety in Queensland over the next 10 years and
beyond, and board chair Vince O’Rourke says that
under the Zero Harm at Work Leadership Program
zero harm simply means “no harm to anyone,
anytime while at work”.
“Zero harm is the program’s goal and we aim to
achieve this goal through leadership and sharing
information. Simply put, this program is about
looking at what industry is doing right and learning
from those successful initiatives. What works
for one workplace or industry may well work in
another,” he says.
The program is based on a number of key
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principles, the first of which is to improve
workplace health and safety in industry while
promoting the zero harm policy. “This program
uses practical leadership to build a better and
stronger culture of safety,” he says.
O’Rourke believes zero harm is achievable
in the workplace and can be an effective and
practical approach to safety for workers. “Ask
any employers to raise their hands if they had
zero incidents in their workplaces today and
most will raise their hands. Those workplaces
have clearly achieved zero harm today, and
if it can be achieved today, then it should be
achievable tomorrow and the next day,” he says.
However, he acknowledges that zero harm
alone is “no magic bullet” but helps identify
and address workplace injuries. “The recurring
feedback from our members is that a systematic
approach to improving workplace healthy and
safety, supported and led by company directors,

business owners and senior management, will build
safer, more confident workplaces. Don’t look at zero
harm as a hard and fast target,” he says. “It is a
both a worthwhile goal and a journey.”
The Zero Harm at Work Leadership Program,
which currently has 254 member organisations from
across industry, is designed to change and build
better safety cultures through leadership and the
sharing of experience and knowledge. “Participation
by program members in that information sharing
has shown that they are extremely interested,
serious and determined to improve WHS for all the
right reasons – and have made changes to make
their workplaces safer,” says O’Rourke.

Zero harm and OHS professionals
Kmart’s Jackson says that organisations and OHS
professionals looking to set a vision of zero harm
need to be clear about what needs to be done to
achieve it.

Zero harm at Linfox

Andrew Niven, group manager, safety &
sustainability for Linfox Australia, says the
company has a “strong and uncompromising commitment” to the safety of its people,
customers and the communities in which it
operates.
The company’s “Vision ZERO” safety strategy is a long-term plan to reduce workplace
hazards, risks and injuries, and Niven says the
strategy is about setting simple safety rules
and guidelines, taking responsibility and being
accountable.
Under the strategy, Linfox sets a number
of ambitious safety performance goals and
also measures a range of lead and lag indicators. Since the inception of the “Vision ZERO”
strategy in 2006 Niven says the company has
reduced its lost time injury frequency rate by
more than 90 per cent.
“Each year we look for ways to continuously improve safety and how we manage the
risks of our operations and we incorporate
these into annual safety plans,” he says. A
key focus within the company is on daily and
weekly ‘safety walks and talks’ and toolboxes
to ensure that hazard and risk controls are in
place and Linfox staff are constantly engaged
in open and meaningful communications about
safety, says Niven.
Last year, Linfox developed its own Safety
Leadership Journal as a source of information
for its workforce on a range of topics from
eliminating and minimising workplace risks
through to caring for injured people. All Linfox
employees also participate in the company’s
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annual “Stop for Safety” campaign, which
challenges workers to reflect on their personal
reasons for adopting safe behaviours. In 2012,
more than 19,200 people in 10 countries participated in “Stop for Safety” activities.
For OHS professionals looking to enhance
safety cultures within their own organisations, Niven recommends focusing on safety
leadership and keeping systems simple and
effective. “Leadership, at all levels in an

organisation, is the key component for achieving safe organisations,” he says.
“Safety professionals need to be able to understand, support and influence a wide variety
of leadership styles, attitudes, behaviours and
practices that lead to effective safety leadership and high performing safety organisations.
With more than two thirds of Linfox’s workforce
outside of Australia, we constantly look for
systems that are simple and effective.”
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“Start with the significant risks, ensure you have
senior management support for any program before
you implement it; don’t set unrealistic targets, but
be committed to continuous improvement; and
evaluate everything you do, so the right system is in
place for your workplace,” he says.
Rowe states that the implications for OHS
professionals will depend upon the circumstances
of how a zero harm safety vision is introduced into
an organisation. For example, if the OHS manager
has advocated the zero harm vision, then it will
be incumbent on them to develop the associated
strategy and safety business plan (with resourcing,
key activities, timing and costing) to bring about
continuous movement towards the stated vision.
However, if the safety vision is imposed from
above, then he says OHS personnel within the
business have a professional obligation to alert
the executive team or board of the implications
associated with actions which will be necessary

to bring about the stated vision over an agreed
timeframe.
Long affirms that the way OHS professionals
promote safety through their language and
practice is important. “OHS professionals need to
engage the workforce and connect the message
of safety rather than alienate the workforce,” he
says.
“People at work need to understand that safety
is relevant, not the domain of some perfectionist
club. OHS professionals need to be leaders
in safety; there is no value in a ‘dumb down’
approach. So, safety leaders should use language
that doesn’t get caught up in the ‘calculative’
mindset but rather speak in ways that humanise
safety discourse.” n

Do you have an opinion on zero harm? Email the
editor at 3reelance@gmail.com

Zero harm at Bis Industries

Joe Thomas, chairman of the zero harm
leadership team at Bis Industries, a provider
of specialised logistics and handling
solutions to the resources, steel and related
industries, says zero harm is a fundamental
value within the company.
“It’s our belief that all injuries are preventable, and that there is always an opportunity
to improve. It is not about the achievement of
a target; it is about the compassionate belief
in our fellow employees, that all injuries and
incidents are preventable,” says Thomas.
The company’s charter depicts its values
and beliefs of zero harm, and these charters
are localised in every site through the signing
on of every employee within the site or region
they work, and he says this brings home the
personal leadership required to continue to
strive for zero harm. “In-field leadership is
critical to ensure that our people are supported in the pursuit of success, by their
direct leadership in their region or across the
company at both a personal and business
level,” he says.
Over the past 12 months, Thomas says Bis
Industries has halved its total recordable injury frequency rate, while its LTIFR performance
places it in the top five per cent of ASX 100
companies.
In a recent organisational alignment and
engagement survey, he also says 72 per cent
of employees said they feel empowered to
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stop a job if they think it is unsafe while more
than 70 per cent were confident in their ability
to complete a hazard identification. The large
majority of employees also believe zero harm
is achievable and that employees are treated
appropriately in the unlikely event they are
injured.
Zero harm as a way of leading within
Bis Industries has changed the nature of
conversations within the company, according
to Thomas. “Conversations between peers,
at all levels, around safety occur daily as we
encourage the value of zero harm to mean ‘we
have each other’s backs.’”
Conversations between leaders and teams
around safety are occurring with increasing frequency and increasing maturity, and
Thomas says this has impacted on home
environments as well. “Either through safety
shares at the start of each meeting, or our
annual family posters where our kids get
involved in designing and drawing zero harm
posters for the following year,” he says.
“Our own people are telling us that they
believe in zero harm as a way of thinking,
and that this translates into safe behaviours.
Our statistics show that across many of
our operating sites it is possible to achieve
ten years LTI free, which gives newer sites
(or managers), confidence that prolonged
periods without a major incident or injury is
achievable,” he says.

Joe Thomas, chairman of the zero harm
leadership team at Bis Industries
For organisations looking to develop and
implement their own zero harm programs,
Thomas recommends having a plan that
the leadership of the company believe in.
“Execute that plan relentlessly, because the
operations don’t sleep,” he says.
“When setbacks occur, don’t allocate
blame; increase your commitment to making
sure that ‘it’ doesn’t happen again. Walk a
mile in the other person’s shoes. Don’t write
your systems to be elegant, write them to be
used. Don’t set your targets as the destination, set them as the milestone to measure
progress over the long haul.”
Most importantly, he says not to start the
process unless it is for the right reasons: “because you care enough about your people to
look out for each other, every minute of every
day, forever. If that sounds too hard, then
don’t take the first step, because that is what
it takes,” says Thomas.
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Balancing safety
and risk in the fight
against crime
With high risk operations both nationally and internationally,
the Australian Federal Police faces a unique number of OHS
challenges in the course of duty, writes Craig Donaldson

T
“Any situation
that involves
violence or crime
presents a high
degree of risk”
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he Australian Federal Police
(AFP) is responsible for enforcing
Commonwealth criminal law
and to protect Commonwealth
and national interests from
crime in Australia and overseas. It focuses
on a number of areas, from preventing,
countering and investigating terrorism,
illicit drug trafficking and transnational
crime, through to organised people
smuggling, human trafficking and slavery,
high-tech crime and regional peacekeeping.
With 6,600 staff, consisting of both sworn
police officers and unsworn employees,
the AFP faces a diverse range of OHS risks
and has a dedicated organisational health,
safety and wellbeing team consisting of
about 85 people spread around the major
cities of Australia and headquartered in
Canberra. From rehabilitation specialists,
psychologists and nurses, through to
doctors, social workers and chaplains,
the AFP provides a range of OHS support
services to help reduce OHS risks and
help provide a safe environment for its
members.
Robert Jackson, manager of
organisational health, safety and wellbeing
for the AFP, says effective work health and
safety (WHS) comes down to continuously
improving health and safety standards for
AFP members both internally and how they
deal with the public.
This is reinforced by the AFP’s
Commissioner, Tony Negus, who has
identified health and safety as the
number one priority for the organisation.
“Regardless of any KPIs we have to meet
or the reputation of the AFP or financial
considerations or constraints, they’re all of
a lesser priority than the safety of our staff,”
says Jackson.
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Training and safety
Training plays a fundamental role in
reducing risks to AFP members and
supporting safe outcomes for its workforce,
according to Jackson. “This starts from day
one that people join the AFP,” says Jackson.
Officers who are sworn in undertake six
months basic training at the Australian
Federal Police College, where they are briefed
on occupational health and safety as well
as legislative requirements to comply with
the Work Health and Safety Act 2011, and then
undergo further specialist training. “They
are trained in what we as an employer will
provide in that regard as well and throughout
their training safety is really indoctrinated
into everything they do, from driver training
through to simulated arrests, for example,”
Jackson says.
In addition, all members of the AFP
undertake an online training program as
part of their performance agreement with
the AFP. This training, which was rolled out
across the organisation a few months ago,
focuses on the practical requirements of the
Work Health and Safety legislation and at
the end of the program Jackson says AFP
staff must undertake and pass an assessment.
“Underpinning all this is a holistic
approach to health and safety,” he says.
“All members of the AFP, right up to the
Commissioner, are required to undertake
various levels of training on safety. That
helps then with instilling that culture
throughout the organisation. While we’re
never going to be a 100 per cent safe
workplace because of the work that we do,
we’re conscious of our moral obligation
to our members. We believe a safe police
officer is a productive police officer, and a
productive police officer is an effective police
officer.”
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scenarios locally, from arresting violet
criminals or delivering warrants to
organised crime gangs, through to
conducting anti-drug operations or highspeed pursuits of speeding drivers. The
AFP’s tactical operations team in particular
is often placed in high-risk situations when
they have to respond to major incidents.
“Any situation that involves violence or
crime presents a high degree of risk, and
whether that’s overseas or here we provide
police officers with health risk assessments
and make sure they have the training and
necessary defensive skills to help reduce
risk in the course of their work,” says
Jackson.
“We have a dedicated branch that looks
after ensuring that we provide the safest
possible environment for AFP members
– from police officers walking the beat
through to maritime and air operations
– and we also provide the best personal
protective equipment for officers for a
range of operations including crowd
control. While no environment is ever
going to be perfectly safe, we undertake
an exhaustive safety risk assessment
and mitigation process for all scenarios,
whether they be in Afghanistan or
Canberra.”

A best practice approach to safety

Safety in high risk scenarios
The very nature of law enforcement means
that members of the AFP are going to be
in risky and inherently unsafe situations.
Depending on the nature of the work and
severity of risk, AFP members undertake
training accordingly to help them face the
unique OHS challenges of their role.
“We have a risk framework for the
particular operations police officers and
support staff are engaged in, and from
there we map out how we mitigate those
risks and make it as safe as possible for our
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members,” says Jackson.
Higher risk activities for AFP members
include international operations in remote
locations from the Solomon Islands
and East Timor through to Africa and
Afghanistan, which is an “extremely
challenging environment” for police
officers, he says. “The ability to manage
certain risks is much more challenging in
overseas deployments, while our ability to
provide support mechanisms is also limited
in certain international locations.”
AFP members also face high risk

There is a strong culture throughout the
AFP of continual improvement, according
to Jackson, who keeps a close eye on safety
issues facing other organisations, from
other law enforcement agencies through to
the private sector both locally and overseas.
In particular, the AFP shares information
and undertakes a range of training with
other law enforcement agencies, both
domestically and internationally. In doing
so, Jackson says it is interesting to compare
perspectives on and approaches to safety
across various law enforcement agencies
around the world.
In transnational crime issues where
the AFP could be working with Interpol,
the Metropolitan Police in the UK or the
Federal Bureau of Investigation in the US,
for example, Jackson says it can sometimes
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be a challenge in striking an appropriate
balance around safety as part of a joint
Meeting OHS benchmarks
taskforce.
“There are definitely different cultures
of safety overseas, and while I won’t go
into names, some agencies have more
of an appetite for risk than others,” he
types. “So when you’re achieving a 50 per
The AFP benchmarks its safety performance
says. “There’s very little we do now where
cent reduction in return-to-work figures, for
against
Commonwealth
standards
set
we’re not working with our jurisdictional
example, the corresponding side of this is
by Comcare as well as all other law
colleagues internationally, so it can
enforcement jurisdictions including the New a 50 per cent increase in productivity there.
sometimes be an interesting discussion
So the resources we put into safety are
South Wales, Victorian and Queensland
around particular joint operations and how
more than paid back through productivity,”
Police. In addition, the AFP provides data
we might approach that with our safety
he says.
to ANSPA to benchmark itself against
culture and other agencies which have a
“While my colleagues interstate may
other jurisdictions on measures including
higher risk appetite.
differ on this, we certainly believe that we
compensation claims, incident rates and
“I mean, we’re certainly not risk adverse;
provide the best training, from a policy
return-to-work after injury rates.
governance perspective as well as from
“We’re the best performing jurisdiction
we’re risk conscious and I like to think
risk mitigation and work, health and safety
as far as incident rates per member go, as
we’re in the middle of the road so that
perspectives out of any jurisdiction. While
well as incident claims per member and
we’ll get the job done but we certainly
it’s hard to benchmark us fairly against
return to work statistics. There is a direct
won’t compromise on safety in doing that.
other government agencies such as the
correlation between these figures and
I think this is reflected in statistics and our
Department of Finance because of the
the importance we place on safety and
high performance in comparison to other
inherent nature of our work, if you strip
the amount of energy we put into it at the
international jurisdictions
with
regards
to
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PPE

Work wear: fashion & function?

to the workforce, taking into consideration such
factors as day or night work, the average
temperature the workforce will be exposed to,
the tasks to be completed, static or mobile
work, the cleanliness of the environment and
Avoiding the PPE pitfalls
consideration for the inherent dangers of the
With such a diverse and complex range of
industry the workforce are participating in.
he workplace was once a harsh
products, errors in selecting the appropriate
Other important factors include travelling
environment staffed predominately by a
PPE can often occur. Mistakes such as the
to site and conducting field trials can also
workforce with little or no regard for skin
incorrect reflective tape pattern or standard
form an integral part of the decision making
care, foot protection or heat stress. Today the
weight garments in place of light weight can
process that the OHS professional initiates
workforce is educated, informed and has an
contribute to loss of efficiency, fatigue and
and participates in, prior to the decision
expectation that they will be afforded the very
endangering the workforce if high visibility
making and ultimately passing their recombest in PPE to ensure their safety and ability
standards are not met.
mendations to management and the
to perform the tasks at hand in a comfortable
Incorrect footwear can contribute to ankle
procurement team.
and effective manner.
roll incidents, slips, trips and fixtures (such as
The provision of the correct, cost effective
laces) becoming entangled in machinery or
and sustainable products will continue to
The role of technology
materials within the workplace. Chemical
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In times gone by shorts and
the iconic blue singlet was
the standard across many
industries, writes Tim White

Footwear options accompany the clothing
proliferation, now offering multiple fixture
styles, sole composition, tread patterns, last
construction and non-metallic components.
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SIA events

SIA Safety Convention:
getting OHS down to
business
The SIA National Safety Convention offers OHS professionals
an unparalleled opportunity to keep up-to-date with the
latest national and international developments

T

he SIA’s National Safety
Convention, Safety in
Action 2013, is the first
safety convention held
on a national scale, where health
and safety legislation, issues and
practices across Australia and
the world will be reviewed and
discussed over course of the twoday event.
Held at the Melbourne
Exhibition Centre from 19-20
March 2013, the event will feature
international presentations,
roundtable discussions and
groundbreaking research from
a variety of speakers including:
Gerard Hand, president of the
UK’s IOSH; Griffith University’s
professor Sidney Dekker; Norton
Rose’s head of OHS and security
(Asia Pacific) Michael Tooma;
NBNCo’s general manager of HSE
Kim Flanagan; and Sinclair Knight
Merz’s safety practices leader
Daniel Hummerdal.

32

The dangers of
bureaucratising OHS
Dekker, who will be presenting
a keynote speech at the
convention, said organisations
can risk overcomplicating and
bureaucratising OHS in a bid to
build cultures of safety.
“We know that safety culture is
more than the sharp end, that
we need to look deeper inside
an organisation at procedures,
work practices, design and
supervision,” he said.
“This idea, though, has been
accompanied by burgeoning
safety bureaucracies. In pursuit
of safety culture, we now deploy
vast systems that hunt for all
kinds of organisational and
behavioural wrongs before they
line up to cause trouble.”
Low counts on these get
mistaken for a safety culture,
according to Dekker, who said
safety bureaucracies can become
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a substitute for competent
supervision and also disempower
management.
“They are founded largely on
faith – from the good intentions
to save people from evil, to
the fiction of proportionality
between different loss events, to
zero-vision as any more than a
noble goal, to an OHS priesthood
with exclusive training,
rituals, language, and moral
imperiousness,” he said.
“Such approaches to safety
culture are plateauing, with
typically less marginal return for
each initiative. To give safety a
future, we should not see
people as a problem to
control, but as a solution we
can harness.

Safety management
models found wanting
Tooma said that when it comes
to safety, many organisations’

management and leadership
models are lacking – as
evidenced by “disaster after
disaster” such as the Pike River
coal mine explosion.
“The issue is about moving
beyond the platitudes. “It is easy
to say that we put safety first.
It is easy to say that safety is
number one on our agenda,” said
Tooma, who observed that many
companies that have experienced
major safety incidents have “put
safety first”, including those
behind the West Virginia mine
explosion and the Montara oil
spill.
“And the list goes on. Of
course, none of these firms
actually were putting safety first
in practice. It was just empty
rhetoric and they would each
admit to that now given their
respective disasters,” he said.
“The biggest challenge is
making leadership translate
into resources and processes.
The good news is that the due
diligence duty puts a legal
obligations on companies to do
just that.” As such, Tooma said
companies need to develop a due
diligence framework “to put meat
on the leadership skeleton”.
OHS professionals can
play a role in improving
safety management, but they
need to step up and start
talking boardroom language.
“There is a time and place for
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Attendees, speakers and sessions
at last year’s Safety in Action
2012 National Convention

technical information, but the
more accessible safety is to
management, the better the
safety outcome,” he said.

OHS professionals need
to challenge safety
paradigms
Flanagan said organisations
must challenge existing safety
paradigms which focus on
statistics and encourage punitive
measures for safety infractions.
Current thinking in health
and safety was forged by
consultants in the late 90s and
early 2000s, and Flanagan said
such paradigms focused on high
frequency/low consequence risk
and incidents such as sprains
and strains, rather than high
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consequence/low frequency risk
and incidents such as fatalities.
“They focused on statistics
and encouraged punitive
measures for safety infractions;
the culture of ‘no fear’ in
reporting of incidents and near
misses did not exist. Therefore
culture was driven underground,”
he said.
“Also, companies were
encouraged to pay safety
bonuses which also drove the
wrong behaviour in management:
‘get the bonus at any cost.’”
Flanagan also said HSE
professionals should open their
minds to new sciences in safety
and challenge the safety status
quo around accepted paradigms.
“Look at new ways of managing

risk; get to understand the
science of risk. Throw out the
use of punitive measure for
safety infractions. Be honest in
reporting of statistics,” he said.

How to take a proactive
approach to OHS
Where gaps between safety
procedures and practice arise
within organisations, Hummerdal
said OHS professionals and
management should take
a proactive and innovative
approach to understanding,
developing and implementing
more effective approaches to
safe work.
If workers don’t follow
procedures, or take shortcuts,
he said it is because a procedure

is not what they need to do the
job. “Instead of having safety
professionals stubbornly insisting
and reminding people to stay
with the imagined best way of
doing a job, safety professionals
could, and I believe should,
approach this difference in
another way,” he said.
The first step in the process is
to observe where there is a gap
between work as understood by
management and the work as
actually done. “But instead of
closing the gap by one-sidedly
enforcing a text-based version of
safety, the gap should give rise to
questions about the practicability
of the procedure, or otherwise
pre-specified way of doing
things,” he said.
“The existence of such a gap
indicates that an organisation
does not know enough about
itself – that the organisation
does not know enough about the
pressures and complexities that
workers have to deal with, and
consequently does not supply
adequate support for them to do
their work safely.”
He said deviations, violations,
errors, and accidents are
opportunities to learn what
works with what, and not. “And
it is here I believe that safety
professionals can and should
lead the exploration of what is
needed to support people to
successfully handle situations in
which a deviation occurred, or
control somehow lost. I call this
working on the positive side of
safety,” said Hummerdal. n
Safety in Action 2013: SIA National
Safety Convention will be held
from 19-20 March 2013 at the
Melbourne Exhibition Centre.
For more information visit www.
safetyinaction.net.au, call 02 9080
4307 or email info@informa.com.au
quoting event code P13K13.
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Health & Safety
Business Partner

Regional OHS Manager

■ Melbourne CBD Based
■ circa $120K package + bonus
■ Sophisticated HSE function

■ Report to the NSW Regional GM of this business unit
■ Key member of Senior Management with executive package
■ Develop and implement safety strategies

Our client has, like most businesses, undergone continuous improvement and ongoing
change to be where they are today. As a business they have transformed their internal
culture to be one that is driven by its people who are proactive networkers, focused on
customer experience and openly communicative about safety.

Your new business is a global building and construction materials supplier with a rich
heritage and a highly regarded employee value proposition. With a new CEO, our client
is entering a new and exciting phase, and following an internal promotion, is now
seeking to appoint an experienced safety leader.

A senior position, this inﬂuential role will be at the forefront of championing the
organisation’s ongoing commitment to the health and wellbeing of their workforce by
leading a small close knit team. Critical to your success will be your ability to encourage
and reinforce a culture of safety awareness by building relationships with pivotal
stakeholders.

Reporting to the NSW Regional GM and working in partnership with the National OHS
Manager, as Regional OHS Manager you will sit on the NSW Senior Management team
supporting the Managers of the business to develop and implement safety strategies
to continually improve the safety performance of the overall business.

Working collaboratively with a designated client group your remit will include;
• Providing strategic advice in health & safety performance improvement, workers
compensation / injury management and legal & regulatory compliance
• Continuing to build on the current early intervention strategy and associated programs
to achieve the desired reduction in musculoskeletal and psychological injuries
• Develop, implement and monitor strategies and programs
In addition to being an inspiring and driven professional you will possess;
• As a minimum a bachelor’s degree in a relevant discipline
• Previous people management experience
• Demonstrated experience in the implementation of OHS policies and systems
• Proven skills in innovation, creativity and marketing solutions

Critical success factors and responsibilities include:
• Hands-on safety leadership across multiple sites in NSW / ACT
• Develop and implement the annual OHS Strategic Plan
• Drive monthly management meetings for the regional OHS team
• Risk Management and assessments, incident analysis
• Developing training and education plans
In addition to your leadership skills, you will have:
• Experience managing an OHS team within heavy industry
• Strong communication and inﬂuencing skills
• The ability to lead behavioural change
• Degree or Diploma in Safety, and a Certiﬁcate IV in Workplace Training & Assessment

Please email your resume, quoting Ref No. 1414570M
using the contact details below.
Contact: Sarah Donegan
Email: sdonegan@thesafestep.com.au
Telephone: (03) 9664 0923
www.thesafestep.com.au

Please email your resume, quoting Ref No. 1400472M
using the contact details below.
Contact: Karrie Gensler
Email: kgensler@thesafestep.com.au
Telephone: (02) 8256 2517
www.thesafestep.com.au

Career Specialists in Health, Safety,
Wellbeing and Environment

Career Specialists in Health, Safety,
Wellbeing and Environment

Senior Safety Advisor

OHSE Manager

■ LNG/ CSG Projects
■ Multiple Regions across Australia
■ Major infrastructure Projects

■ High profile opportunity
■ Identified ongoing career progression
■ Hands-on role with high level stakeholder management

Over recent years Australia has had a new and sustainable natural resource boom

Your new company is a world leader in the packaging industry. You will work on their
new site for one of their business units, which have class-leading technology and will
be recognised across the globe as the ﬁrst of its kind in Asia Paciﬁc. You will report
in to the Production Manager although this may change in the future to the Divisional
HSE Manager.

and it is pretty clear that the gas sector is here to stay. There are multiple major gas
projects taking place across 3 of Australia’s states and territories whether it is a LNG or
CSG project. We are seeking to speak to Senior HSE Advisors with experience in either
LNG projects or CSG projects.
We are looking for candidates who have had good exposure to major construction
works in an LNG environment, whether it is in the Australian domestic market or on
overseas assignments. These projects are very large and can have multiple contractors
working, therefore you will need to be accustomed to working in environments where
you have a matrix of reporting lines and be a hands on HSE professional. You will
also need to have experience in contributing to the development and processes of
a high functioning safety management system. Your input will be valued as a

A motivated safety leader with a persuasive style, as OHS&E Manager you will inﬂuence
the safety culture across this state-of-the-art site with strong technical OHS&E direction
and a hands-on approach. Critical success factors and responsibilities include:
• Development and implementation of the site Safety and Environment strategy
• Hands-on safety leadership for all OHS&E site-wide
• Develop, implement and maintain Site Safety Management System
• Identify, develop and deliver OHS&E training
• AS4801 and environmental certiﬁcation
• Risk assessments, audits and OHS&E reporting

inﬂuencing and mentoring are a must, as well as excellent communication skills.

In addition to your energy, enthusiasm and exceptional communication skills, you will
have:
• 5 years experience within manufacturing, FMCG, reﬁneries or similar industry
• Demonstrated experience in implementing safety management systems
• A proactive, solutions-focussed approach with the ability to work independently
• Degree or Diploma in safety or related

Please email your resume, quoting Ref No. 1420730M
using the contact details below.
Contact: David Garrett
Email: dgarrett@thesafestep.com.au
Telephone: (07) 3169 2176
www.thesafestep.com.au

Please email your resume, quoting Ref No. 1396617M
using the contact details below.
Contact: Karrie Gensler
Email: kgensler@thesafestep.com.au
Telephone: (02) 8256 2517
www.thesafestep.com.au

Career Specialists in Health, Safety,
Wellbeing and Environment

Career Specialists in Health, Safety,
Wellbeing and Environment

primary stakeholder.
We would like to speak to candidates who have a tertiary OHS qualiﬁcation with
complimentary qualiﬁcations in lead auditing, training and assessing. Strong skills in

Career

Specialists
in Health, Safety, Wellbeing
and Environment

‘Contributing to the HSE profession, one conversation at a time’
Sydney

Phone: (02) 8256 2515
sydney@thesafestep.com.au

Melbourne

Phone: (03) 9664 0924
melbourne@thesafestep.com.au

Brisbane

Phone: (07) 3169 2176
brisbane@thesafestep.com.au

www.thesafestep.com.au
www.linkedin.com/company/the-safe-step

